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Abstract. This contribution advocates the use of formal methods to
verify and certifiably control the behaviour of computational devices
interacting over a shared infrastructure. Formal techniques can provide
compelling solutions not only when safety-critical goals are the target,
but also to tackle verification and synthesis problems on populations of
such devices: we argue that alternative solutions based on classical ana-
lytical techniques or on approximate computations are prone to errors
with global repercussions, and instead propose an approach based on
formal abstractions, error-based refinements, and the use of interface
functions for the synthesis of abstract controllers and their concrete
implementation. Two applicative areas are elucidated, dealing respec-
tively with thermal loads and electricity-generating devices interacting
over a smart energy network or over a local power grid. We discuss the
aggregation of large populations of thermostatically-controlled loads and
of photovoltaic panels, and the corresponding problems of energy man-
agement in smart buildings, of demand-response on smart grids, and
respectively of frequency stabilisation and grid robustness.
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sis · Distributed control · Safety and performance · Games · Correct-by
design synthesis · Autonomy · Energy and power networks · Electricity
demand-response · Thermostatically controlled loads · Smart buildings
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1 Technological Context: Networks of Complex Systems

There is an ever increasing trend to place and integrate computational devices
over the cloud. By “cloud” we denote an infrastructure (predominantly with
digital features over physical qualities) allowing for seamless (mostly wireless)
communication between devices, which thus give form to a network of distinct
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components1. Such devices are nowadays identified as “smart” – this attribute
denotes a capability to engage with the environment (over the cloud) that is not
purely static: indeed modern devices are clearly changing from having reactive
features to active ones; not only do they interact passively with the environment
(neighbouring devices, or a population-level feedback from the whole network),
but also internally learn from it and indeed actively engage with it by modify-
ing it locally. This interaction, which is either digital or physical depending on
the type of interconnection or embedding within the medium, leads to repercus-
sions over adjacent devices. As such, unlike static or purely reactive elements,
these devices comprise internal dynamics that are locally actively coupled with
neighbouring components.

Such devices are furthermore often “complex”, in that they encompass both
digital components and (possibly) analogue ones, and are likely to evolve (inter-
nally, or spatially within their environment) according to non-trivial dynamics.
Digital components may comprise the computational platforms they run on,
or the logic-based control architectures that affect their dynamical behaviour,
whereas analogue parts may encompass the physical medium they are embedded
into, or the continuous components making up the devices themselves.

These devices is often referred to as “cyber-physical systems” (CPS), and
the network they are part of is thought of as a “system of systems” (SOS), or as
“internet of things” (IoT). The first acronyms seem to be more relevant within
engineering contexts, whereas the second depicts a more abstract concept (it
does not necessarily distinguish between digital and analogue components, nor
automatically emphasises the networking or dynamical aspects) and appears in
use within the applied mathematics literature. The third and last seems to be
widespread within the computer sciences and in general involves fewer elements
of coordination, actuation, and dynamics than CPS.

We are thus facing an engineering platform of multiple, interleaving and
interacting complex systems, a true “system of systems” with issues of synchro-
nisation and coordination, feedback from couplings and interactions, and with a
global behaviour that is emergent from local dynamics. Such complex systems are
thus not monolithic, and entail issues of operational independence, geographical
distribution and heterogeneity, and local adaptability. We argue throughout this
work that this network ought to be quantitatively analysed, by means of formal
methods that are based on mathematical models of the single system compo-
nents and of their networked interactions. Beyond analysis, autonomy can be
established by means of modern feedback control architectures, which ought to
be certified and indeed be “correct-by-design”.

It is often the case that such complex systems are only partially known, that
is they are not exactly nor fully observed, and possibly subject to uncertainty
and/or randomness. We intend the latter aspect to be due to the presence of
heterogeneity, noise, random or chaotic (and as such not precisely predictable)
behaviours (as with, say, weather forecast), or to the presence of human users in

1 In this context we do not distinguish between computations performed over the cloud
(fog computing) or the edge of this platform.
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the loop (interfering with - or perhaps supporting - the autonomy aspects of the
system). All such elements are in general hard to model deterministically, but
can be encompassed by probabilistic terms (whether objectively or subjectively
construed). Notice that we distinguish this presence (probability) from that of
environmental non-determinism (to be separately discussed in each of the next
parts). These assumptions lead to the consideration of stochastic behaviours in
the systems under study, either at the level of their dynamics (this is known as
process noise), or upon their observations (e.g., sensors uncertainty or noise).

We take this opportunity to clarify and distinguish among two different
aspects, both relevant but distinct to the systems under consideration. On the
one hand, this setup deals with issues of learning within the single devices
comprising the overall CPS. Learning can be directed towards models of the
devices, as well as towards specifications (harvesting requirements). On the other
hand, the platform comprises issues of computation, communication, and con-
trol. Whilst learning issues are data-based, and require bottom-up studies, the
latter set of problems naturally require top-down analysis and are classically
model-based. The first issue (learning) is internal to the device interacting (via
sensing and actuation) with and adapting to the local environment. The second
issue (communication) deals with the specifics of the processing and exchange
of information within and among devices.

Next, we move from the perspective of the practical engineering setups, to
that of their mathematical models. This new perspective allows for the develop-
ment of quantitative analysis tools, and to obtain results leveraging the area of
formal methods.

2 Formal Verification of Complex Models

Quantitative issues such as reliability, safety, dependability, are key in practical
applications of the complex engineering setups that we have previously intro-
duced. These issues play a central role either because the components belong to
safety-critical applications, or because it is often the case that the complex net-
work of systems is comprised within a safety-critical setup: much like existing
complex engineering infrastructures, in an era of increasing inter-connectivity
systems are seldom isolated, thus safety criticality depends on coupled behav-
iours and thus represents a global network issue.

The need for formal methods is therefore key. The use of these techniques
is an alternative to approaches based on qualitative analysis, relying on more
classical mathematics and often focusing on global, network-level properties,
which are seldom useful in a complex context preventing analytical or explicit
mathematical results. The use of formal methods is further in juxtaposition to
fine-grained agent-based modelling and related simulation-based techniques, or
to statistical approaches, which are known to be stymied with a number of limita-
tions: they establish presence of potential faults or errors, but cannot assert their
absence in general; they hardly scale when non-determinism and stochasticity
play a relevant role in the dynamics, and when the system under study presents
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continuous (uncountable) variables interleaved with discrete components (dis-
continuous). Sample-based techniques further lack formal guarantees, which is
in particular a fundamental limitation when single devices or whole systems are
to be certified (as opposed to be validated towards quality assurance). On the
other hand these approaches should not be completely dismissed, but rather
integrated within the use of formal approaches which, as is known, present com-
putational limitations when applied to large-scale and complex models, as is the
case of the engineering setups under study.

Formal verification techniques hinge on quantitative models. The verifica-
tion of quantitative models of complex systems requires handling a mathemat-
ical formalism encompassing dynamical variables evolving over hybrid (contin-
uous/discrete) state spaces, comprising probabilistic behaviours, possibly with
continuous-time semantics, and under partial observations of the model’s vari-
ables. Emerging from a broad research initiative on alternative models of com-
putation, a natural modelling framework encompassing all these aspects is that
of stochastic hybrid models [5]. Such models are dynamically rich and require
modern, tailored techniques for analysis, verification and synthesis.

At the outset, it is easy to realise that the verification of such models is bound
to undecidability results, unless the problem at hand admits an analytical (that
is, explicit) solutions, which is quite unlikely in view of models complexity and of
the possibly rich objectives under consideration [18]. On the other hand, state-
of-the-art software tools for automated quantitative model checking of complex
models (e.g., the PRISM model checker) are not applicable to models comprising
all the aspects discussed above. As a partial attainment of the grand goal of ver-
ification of truly complex models, literature has seen probabilistic model check-
ing of finite-state models, model checking of concurrent models with continu-
ous (dense) time semantics, reachability-based verification of (non-probabilistic)
hybrid dynamical models, and some timid early attempts to provide partial eval-
uation of more complex models – all daunted by the sheer complexity of the goal.
Notice that the mentioned successful verification instances apply to strict subsets
of the target models of interest that have been discussed previously.

This body of work has been extended to deal with the verification of non-
deterministic models – such extensions are often bound to conservative outcomes
(whenever non-determinism in quantified universally), or to rather different syn-
thesis frameworks (whenever non-determinism in quantified universally). The
application of SAT or SMT techniques can be of particular interest for this goal,
as well as results on robustness analysis, as classically investigated in control
theory or, more recently, in formal methods.

If formal verification tools have not been fully extended and thoroughly
applied to complex models, might complex models be compelled to fit exist-
ing formal methods tools? The next section elaborates on this goal.

The wider accessibility properties and interconnectivity features that mod-
ern smart devices allow carry as a drawback increased pressure towards issues of
security. Security deals with coping with interferences of various sorts and nature,
often thrusted in surreptitious and hidden manner, which can affect the correct
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functioning of the single devices and can potentially lead to global repercussions.
Amongst major categories of cyber security threats we (non comprehensively)
list those affecting resilience and privacy, as well as malicious intrusions and
attacks. Notice that the presence of security attacks requires models semantics
that are fundamentally different than those (non-deterministic or probabilis-
tic) used to describe the presence of the environment. In this security context,
various frameworks have been put forward: from worst-case non-deterministic
approaches, to average-case probabilistic models, to (possibly stochastic) game-
theoretical frameworks. Of them, the latter approach appears to encompass the
nature of potential attacks and of possible replies, mitigations, or preventions
actions against them.

Key aspects at the interface of communication and computation are those
dealing with real-time engineering. These, within a networking perspective,
relate to important computational issues of inter-operability, synchronisation,
and concurrency; and, from the communications perspective, to problems of
network theory and issues of data integration within models.

Whilst understood as key in the context of CPS applications, we do not delve
into details of such problems any further in this essay.

3 Approximate Model Checking of Stochastic
and Hybrid Models

This contribution is underpinned by recent research on stochastic hybrid mod-
els [5]. Properties of interest are usually encoded within known and exploited
modal logics, such as PCTL or CSL (whether in continuous or discrete time),
or just by looking at the likelihood attached to trajectories verifying linear time
specifications expressed in LTL or as (e.g., Büchi) automata over infinite strings.
Extensions to conditional probabilities have been pursued in recent literature.

Over related frameworks of stochastic and hybrid models, a number of
authors have recently investigated the characterisation of basic probabilistic
reachability and invariance specifications [5], as well as the extension to reach-
avoid (constrained reachability), and to richer properties such as linear-time
properties expressed as a DFA or as Büchi automata [19]. With regards to the
latter, infinite-horizon properties have been also studied, and involve advanced
analytical tools [18].

Beyond characterisation and towards numerical assessment, the properties
above have been computed by means of finite abstractions [3,4]. The derivation
of formal errors due to such finite abstractions [9] has effectively led to the devel-
opment of approximate model checking of stochastic hybrid models. Errors have
been further extended and refined [12,19], and embedded in the development
of a software tool, which feeds complex models to probabilistic model checking
software packages.

FAUST2 [13] is a Matlab-based software tool, which accepts as an input a
stochastic process and a formal specification, and generates a finite abstraction
that can be fed into a probabilistic model checker such as PRISM or MRMC.
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The abstraction is guaranteed to abide by a user-defined error that is required on
the satisfaction of the given property of interest. The error is computed based on
the underlying dynamics of the SHS and on the given property [9], and encom-
passes the difference between the probability distributions (in time) of concrete
and abstract models. It has been shown that such error induces an approximate
probabilistic bisimulation relation between the concrete and the (finite) abstract
models [1,15], which can be also of use to study transient dynamical properties
[2,11,17]. The overall procedure leads to an anytime algorithm, which sequen-
tially refines coarse model abstractions, based on an update of the computed
bound on the current error [9].

Related results have been developed by approximating the concrete stochastic
model with a noiseless abstraction [20,22], which is then deterministically verified
by means of software tools for dynamical models, such as PESSOA. The outcome
allows for the refinement of assertions or of synthesised controllers, in view of
a quantified error of the abstraction procedure. Unlike the approach described
earlier, the new error encompasses (a moment of) the absolute value of the
difference between the solutions of the two models, and is shown to exist under
certain contractivity (which is a form of stability) assumptions on the concrete
model dynamics.

Cognate research on verification of stochastic (and hybrid) dynamical models
has been looking at the use of stochastic SAT modulo theory, the recasting of
a verification objective as the solution of a PDE (with associated numerics),
or the approximation of the above quantitative verification problems as convex
optimisation ones.

The lack of full access to the state variables leads to the setup of partially
observed modes, of which a known instance is that of hidden Markov models.
In view of undecidability issues, substantial work on heuristics for the analysis
of these models within the field of artificial intelligence. Formally, this setup
requires the introduction of sufficient statistics and work over a belief space
which, with the exception of linear models with additive Gaussian noise and asso-
ciated corresponding Kalman estimators, is in general prone to lack analytical
and computational tractability. Further work, both theoretical and algorithmic,
is most definitely needed on this class of models.

The verification of parametric models encompassing non-determinism has
not been focus of thorough and practically scalable investigation, regardless of
whether seen as internal (to be universally quantified against) or external (to
be synthesised over). Perhaps further steps can be attained by principled use of
SMT approaches, or of results in robustness analysis.

A known and evident concern on the applicability of model-based quanti-
tative verification techniques is the issue of scalability: these approaches are
known to be stymied by state-space explosion, which is particularly relevant for
complex CPS models. It is necessary to mitigate this issue by means of a multi-
pronged approach: exploiting model modularity and topological distributivity,
use of assume-guarantee reasoning, employment of deep compositional results,
interfacing with legacy systems (and corresponding models), use of paradigms
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of object-oriented programming, and development of state-less abstractions [21].
On the other hand, it is well understood that sample-based techniques (such as
in paradigms of runtime verification and testing) have the potential to scale to
complex models, whilst on the down side they suffer from lack of tight perfor-
mance guarantees. Within the context of formal verification, it is then of utmost
interest to provide a novel formal integration of sample-based techniques within
model-based deductive approaches [14]. As a side comment, learning algorithms
can be directed towards models of the devices, as well as towards specifications
(harvesting requirements). Towards this direction, the employment of coverage
metrics has recently grown much interest.

As much as sample-based techniques or agent-based simulations seldom pro-
vide formal performance guarantees, approaches based on (non-formal) approx-
imate computations are stymied by lack of certified behaviour. For instance,
employing continuous mean-field limits (which are shown correct exclusively at
asymptotic limits) renders an intrinsically probabilistic population a determin-
istic problem, which prevents the generation of certain allowable fringe behav-
iours. Further, the use of grid-based techniques with no control of the precision
is bound to lead to suboptimal solutions, or errors that accumulate fast with
time and which certainly do not meet any certification requirement or formal
guarantee.

In conclusion, we argue that model verification based on classical analytical
techniques has shown its limits, whereas sample-based results or outcomes based
on non-formal approximate computations are prone to generate uncontrollable
errors with overreaching global repercussions. We argue that a principled applica-
tion of formal methods techniques, properly enhanced via computationally-prone
approaches, is the way forward particularly for CPS applications.

4 From Verification to Synthesis: Correct-by-Design
Control of Complex Models

Beyond quantitative verification, control synthesis also requires proper formal-
isation over complex models. As discussed, control is a form of external non-
determinism, and as such it has to be contrasted with forms of non-determinism
that are resolved by the environment, that are due to coarse-grained abstractions
(internal non-determinism), or with (static) parametric uncertainty. The seman-
tics of external non-determinism involve a volitive agent, which selects functions
of time and of the state, possibly in a randomised manner and accounting for
past history. Such selection leads to control laws known as policies or strate-
gies. It is often of interest to focus on memoryless laws, possibly deterministic
ones, which limit the computational overhead and do not infringe the Markov
property of the closed-loop model. Classical control synthesis deals with per-
formance criteria (introduced either as costs or rewards that are function of the
state and/or the action space), over which optimality is sought via (respectively)
minimisation or maximisation on a finite- or infinite-time horizon, within a pre-
defined class of allowable policies. Of course such an approach can be applied to
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the goal of maximising the likelihood of verifying a quantitative property, such
as those in PCTL logics discussed above for stochastic processes. The study of
finite-horizon quantitative properties expressed in PCTL boils down to a char-
acterisation via multiplicative cost functions [5], whereas that of infinite-horizon
properties can be reduced to reachability computation over a product automaton
[19]. The study of infinite horizon reachability is tricky since it involves extended
notions of absorbing sets that are related to classical ones of bottom strongly
connected components, or of max-end components [18]. Even more so in the case
of controller synthesis over infinite-horizon properties [19].

Of course it is of interest to expand the issue of synthesis over both quan-
titative specifications and over performance: this can be done by resorting to
techniques for multi-criteria or lexicographic optimisation. This goal has been
recently pursued both within the computer science area, the control theory, and
the optimisation literature.

Beyond process noise affecting the state dynamics, lack of exact observations
(as partial access to the hidden variables or presence of sensor noise) lead to
partially observed models, such as POMDP. As in the previous section, control
synthesis for partially observable models brings along a number of technical
and computational hurdles which, whilst thoroughly investigated within artificial
intelligence and control literature, have only in part led to results that can be
deemed satisfactory within the stricter context of formal methods.

Control synthesis problems are further prone to be extended to stochastic
(two-and-a-half player) games [8]. Games can be played against the environ-
ment (e.g., towards compositional reasoning) or against an adversary (e.g., for
applications in security). The author recognises interesting connections between
game-theoretical setups in applied mathematics and control theory (for instance,
dealing with existential results over uncountable models) and problems that are
algorithmically solved for discrete configurations in theoretical computer science.
The concept of formal abstractions (discussed in the previous section) could pro-
vide a link between results in the two areas.

The digital platform that characterises networks of complex systems, which
we called “cloud” earlier, encompasses pervasive elements of wireless commu-
nications, and moves away from older, tethered communications, thus allowing
for more agile reconfigurations as well as practical mobility of the agents in the
network. As much as general communication aspects (real-time issues, protocol
design aspects, and the like) need to be dealt with at the level of modelling,
the specific deployment of wireless channels require proper handling of packets
corruption or losses, and delays. Accepting that controllers are not necessarily
embedded in a monolithic plant, but rather separated from it by a communica-
tion network, a recent and lively literature [23] has started to investigate issues
of communication within control theoretical architectures.

As much as verification algorithms applied to complex CPS models suffer
from state-space explosion, control synthesis ones are stymied by Bellman’s
curse of dimensionality. Techniques aimed at speeding up such formal algorithms
(either via abstractions, or via approximations, or through compositionality, or
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also by mans of data-driven approaches, such as reinforcement learning) are
naturally seen of much priority in this area.

5 Verification of Networks of Smart Energy Systems over
the Cloud

In this section we provide a compelling application of the concepts, models and
problems elaborated above. We discuss how present-day energy networks and
electricity grids are transitioning to become interconnected networks of complex
and smart systems, dynamically coupled both physically and over the cloud. We
argue that their formal verification and correct-by-design control is relevant in
engineering and industrial contexts, as well as for the market opportunities that
they have the potential to catalyse. We provide two case studies zooming in on,
respectively, the smart grid (investigated from the perspective of smart buildings
in [6]) and electricity networks (elaborated in the project [7]).

Smart Buildings over the Smart Grid. Buildings consume more than 40 %
of the energy in Europe. In order to sustainably reduce energy consumption by
improving their usage and management, an optimal operation and an improved
commissioning and maintenance of building management systems (BMS) are
seen as key factors by the sector’s industry. Efficient automation systems embed-
ded in so-called “smart buildings” can indeed reduce the energy consumption
up to an estimated thirty percent in many relevant instances. The objective of
a smart building is to deliver useful building services that make occupants com-
fortable and productive (for instance, providing regulation for thermal comfort
and air quality), at the lowest energy costs, over the entire building life cycle.
This objective requires adding intelligence to the infrastructure of buildings and
utilising information technology during their operation. This enables the con-
nectivity of devices and components in a building (think of home automation
devices, smart appliances, an application related to the broad area known as
the “Internet of Things”), the interaction of buildings with their occupants and
building operators or with their building management systems, as well as (at a
higher level) their connection to other buildings or infrastructure components
within a smart grid platform.

Such modern features and capabilities have opened new challenges related
to the optimised performance of smart buildings, as (components of) networks
of complex dynamical systems. Indeed, both the interconnection of smart BMS
devices (such as sensorised HVAC modules) within a smart building, and (at a
higher level) the local interaction of various buildings within a smart grid, clearly
lead to the CPS configurations discussed above.

In the context of a single building, the construction of models that accurately
capture the time evolution of its physical variables can be based on data gath-
ered from the buildings. The continuous nature of physical variables, the discrete
feature of digital controllers, and the presence of uncertainty originating from
the environment and from the users behaviour, render the general framework of
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Stochastic Hybrid Systems well-suited for modelling purposes [5]. Formal mod-
els enable the solution of engineering problems, such as optimal temperature
regulation in a building, which in view of the slow dynamics we argue can be
promising to tackle in the loop via formal methods. The stochastic and time-
varying nature of the system under study suggests that a data-based update of
the model, and more generally an integration of on-line data within the models
under study [14], are of interest.

At a higher level, each building can be thought as a node in a network, such
as a smart grid, partaking alongside other energy-consuming buildings in its
dynamics, as well as interacting with devices generating energy. The connection
with the CPS framework is again evident. Due to their flexibility in providing
services to occupants, smart buildings can then be engaged in services by energy
companies, such as load shifting, peak shaving, and more general in demand-
response programs. As a result, whilst we can naturally think of engineering
problems such as robustness and resiliency of the energy dynamics within a
local smart grid, there is another layer of problems dealing with market design
for demand response, with the engagement of consumers over grid markets, such
as the electricity one (related to load shifting and consumers’ demand response)
and that dealing with economy of energy production (as per the concept of
prosumers) and storage (zero net-energy buildings).

Within these CPS configurations, it is important to understand how global
dynamics emerge from single dynamics and local interactions. One way to look
at global dynamics arising from local contributions is to develop aggregation
techniques: model aggregations lump together the dynamics of single buildings,
providing a global description that is computable and scales well with the size
of the problem.

Recent research has developed a procedure based on formal abstractions [10],
which generates a finite stochastic dynamical model as an aggregation of the con-
tinuous temperature dynamics of a (possibly heterogeneous) population of Ther-
mostatically Controlled Loads (TCL), which are basic models for the dynam-
ics in smart buildings. The temperature of each single TCL is described by a
stochastic difference equation and the TCL status by a deterministic switch-
ing mechanism – in all, a hybrid model. The procedure is formal as it allows
the exact quantification of the error introduced by the abstraction. Research
has discussed extensions to the case of controlled TCL, with dynamics affected
by an aggregator (which could be a utility company engaged with consumers
on demand response schemes). The structure of a control scheme (centralised,
decentralised or distributed) hinges on many assumptions on the placement of
sensors and on the capability of the actuators (HVAC modules), and in general
on the information flow between the central aggregator and the single compo-
nents of the population. The employment of distributed architectures appears
to be relevant to optimise both engineering and economic goals.

We argue that approaches based on formal aggregation can be relevant both
at an engineering level (working out precise approaches for safe and optimised
energy consumption in a building, or for reliable and robust operation of a smart
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grid) as well as at a financial level (understanding fairness in market design
between energy providers and customers over demand response schemes [16]). In
conjunction with the development of formal models and quantitative verification
approaches, abstractions can offer a principled approach to the understanding of
the complex dynamics of smart buildings, and to their optimised and certifiable
operation within the context of smart grids.

Renewables Generation over the Power Grid. The previous section has
suggested how the engagement of consumers over a smart grid had the potential
to lead to some paradigm shifts: from a centralised and fuel-based grid oper-
ation to a decentralised and renewable-based economy; from passive electricity
and gas consumers supplied by energy utility companies, to active electricity pro-
sumers and as such to utility companies partners (if not competitors). The grid
becomes an accessible infrastructure to be locally leveraged in both directions
by numerous players on the energy market.

Smart buildings have the capability to generate energy by means of renew-
ables, as is the case of photovoltaic panels or wind turbines. In many regions
worldwide, renewables are increasingly relied upon for electricity generation. As
much as beneficial green energy can be regarded towards a sustainable decrease
of greenhouse gases, the de-carbonisation of energy usage, and the long-term goal
of zero net-energy buildings, renewables pose challenging engineering problems
in view of their distributed engagement within a power grid that was conceived
and built for centralised production and distribution, and of the intrinsically
volatile quality of the electricity generated, which hinges on meteorological and
local grid conditions. The decentralised nature of energy generation and its close
connection with its distribution clearly suggest the presence of features of a
network of complex systems, with evident CPS modelling opportunities.

Transmission System Operators (TSO) have to ensure the physical balancing
of the power grid (the total electricity generation must match the total electricity
consumption). In AC electrical grids, the frequency (50 Hz in nominal conditions)
indicates whether or not the system is balanced. More and more Photo-Voltaic
(PV) Panels are installed in distribution grids and they are not directly control-
lable by the TSO (unless organised in structured, large PV farms). In order to
assess the safe operation and robustness of the whole system, TSO ought to take
PV panels dynamical behaviours into account.

Recent research has attempted to formalise and implement a formal study
of large populations of PV Panels. We have focused on the modelling of the
dynamics of PV panels and their interaction with the power grid as Markov
models. Within the broad goal of formal aggregation of large-scale populations
of Markov models, and the objective to provide new computational algorithms
for the optimal policy synthesis over such a population, we have looked at aggre-
gating and controlling large populations of photovoltaic panels over the power
grid.

We plan to again employ techniques from formal methods to generate quan-
titative abstractions of models of interest (large populations of PV panels),
with specific predictive capabilities and a guaranteed error on the quality of
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the abstractions. Among other goals, we are investigating issues of decentralised
control of such PV, of emergence of global behaviours from local conditions, and
in general issues of robustness, dependability, and reliability over the grid.

6 Conclusions

The increase in complexity, adaptability, and inter-connectivity of modern tech-
nological devices raises new challenges towards their understanding and that of
their complex interaction network. Likewise, their local actuation or the control
of the global network they are part of, pose new challenges at engineering and
technical levels. We have argued for the necessary development of formal verifica-
tion approaches to study networks of complex dynamical systems, underpinned
by quantitative models that are at the core stochastic and hybrid, built from
data and formally reasoned upon.

We envision the development of semi-automatic approaches, based on for-
mal abstractions, for the synthesis of policies around quantitative specifica-
tions encompassing formal requirements (e.g., safety, reliability), and trading
off against performance, as well as the development of formal verification tools
accounting for robustness. Such approaches are deemed “formal” in that they
are enhanced by quantitative guarantees on their outcomes, being it an assertion
over a formal property or the implementation of a control policy towards a given
objective.

Furthermore, in view of the unavoidable connection of the systems of inter-
est with data, we have further advocated more research on a tighter and formal
integration of data-driven, sample-based approaches, with model-based deduc-
tive techniques: we view this integration as necessary not only to encompass
adaptability features for the underlying models towards learning, but also to
increase the scalability of formal verification techniques towards reasoning.

In conclusion, the technical challenges related to the existing technological
trend towards more complex, adaptable and more integrated devices, can be
offset by engineering and economic benefits, provided principled approaches for
integrated data-based modelling, quantitative formal verification, and correct-
by-design synthesis are embraced.
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